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Abstract. In this study we apply clustering techniques for analyzing
and understanding households’ electricity consumption data. The knowl-
edge extracted by this analysis is used to create a model of normal elec-
tricity consumption behavior for each particular household. Initially, the
household’s electricity consumption data are partitioned into a number of
clusters with similar daily electricity consumption profiles. The centroids
of the generated clusters can be considered as representative signatures of
a household’s electricity consumption behavior. The proposed approach
is evaluated by conducting a number of experiments on electricity con-
sumption data of ten selected households. The obtained results show that
the proposed approach is suitable for data organizing and understanding,
and can be applied for modeling electricity consumption behavior on a
household level.
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1 Introduction

The world’s population is getting older. By 2050, projections state that the num-
ber of individuals over 60 will be around 2.1 billion. Keeping individuals in their
own homes, and delaying their entrance to the health and elderly care systems,
can help to offload costs and work from the already strained health care systems.
Likewise, the elderly population often want to keep living independently at home,
but they also want a sense of safety without any intrusion in their lives [13].
Remote monitoring, and assistance, is one way to provide the safety of the resi-
dents. Traditionally, remote monitoring has been performed with video surveil-
lance. However, with the introduction of smart homes, i.e. houses with built in
sensors and actuators, Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) has emerged and allows
for monitoring and assistance without the use of cameras and with less intrusion
of the residents’ privacy.

With the adoption of smart meters in the electrical power grids, we have the
opportunity to collect high resolution electricity consumption data remotely on
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a household level. This type of data can be used to get insight into the residents’
habits and activities, with low impact and intrusion of the residents’ privacy. We
may detect abnormalities and changes of residents’ behavior through analyzing
their daily household electricity consumption. For example, dementia, and other
neurodegenerative diseases, cause changes in the behavior of the individual in
different ways, e.g., they can provoke insomnia, apathy, restlessness etc. [8]. We
believe that changes like these, in the individual’s daily behavior, can be caught
by his/her electricity consumption activities.

Most current research related to household electricity consumption has
mainly revolved around creating consumer profiles by clustering households
together [3] and comparing different households to determine and predict abnor-
mal consumption patterns [2]. But, there has been some research as well on
household electricity consumption. For example, Zhang et al. [14] analyze energy
consumption data on a household level to identify days when the residents have
gone on vacation. Further, we have previously studied the use of prediction mod-
els for electricity consumption behavior [10].

In this paper, we present and evaluate a cluster analysis approach for orga-
nizing, understanding, and modeling household electricity consumption data, a
continuation of our work in [9]. Our aim is to study the possibility of using the
knowledge discovered by such analysis for creating consumption behavior sig-
natures on a household level. The long-term goal is to investigate whether the
created signatures can be used for identifying abnormal behavior in daily life and
apply this outlier detection model in health care applications, e.g., for monitor-
ing early stages of dementia or other neurodegenerative diseases. The developed
consumption signatures can be considered as predefined activities and can be
used for detecting abnormal consumption patterns in order to notify the envi-
ronment (relatives and health care professionals) if early signs of dementia occurs
repeatedly at home.

2 Clustering Analysis Approach

Data Pre-processing. The electricity consumption data collected in this study
is gathered with a one-minute resolution and is measured in kWh (kilowatt
hours). To be able to determine and profile a behavior of the household, we
divide the time series into 24 h profiles. This is an intuitive division of the data,
as it allows us to capture a daily behavior which we then can analyze and use
to model a routine daily behavior.

We set a maximum limit of 10% of the entire day or 20 consecutive minutes
of missing data to remove that day from the data set. For the remaining profiles,
we impute missing values by using linear interpolation. We then aggregate the
electricity consumption data into a one hour resolution due to that resolution
being more common for today’s smart meters. Finally, we standardize the time
series profiles using z-standardization, or Z-score, because we are more interested
in the general shapes of the time series and not the actual amplitudes.
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Clustering Algorithms and Validation Measures. Three partitioning algo-
rithms are commonly used for data analysis to divide the data objects into k
disjoint clusters [7]: k-means, k-medians, and k-medoids clustering. The three
partitioning methods differ in how the cluster center is defined. In k-means clus-
tering, the cluster center is defined as the mean data vector averaged over all
objects in the cluster. In k-medians, the median is calculated for each dimension
in the data vector to create the centroid. Finally, in k-medoids clustering, which
is a robust version of the k-means, the cluster center is defined as the object
with the smallest sum of distances to all other objects in the cluster, i.e., the
most centrally located point in a given cluster. We have used k-medoids, since
having an actual consumption profile as the cluster’s centroid (medoid) is more
representative of the consumption behavior compared to creating a synthetic
centroid.

There are two major categories in which we can divide cluster validation mea-
sure to: external and internal. External measures are used when you have prior
knowledge of the data and validate according to the ground truth and internal
measures validate based on the data and clusters themselves [5]. We use three
internal validation measures for analyzing the data and to select the optimal
clustering scheme. We have selected one validation measure for assessing com-
pactness and separation - Silhouette Index [11], one for assessing connectedness
- Connectivity [6], and one for assessing tightness and dealing with arbitrary
shaped clusters - IC-av [1].

Distance Measures. The simplest and most widely used approach to measure
the distance, or dissimilarity, between two data points in an n-dimensional space
(in our case two time series) is to calculate the Euclidean Distance (ED). ED
calculates the distance between the two time series by aligning the ith point of
one time series with the ith point of the other. ED is fast but it is sensitive
to outliers and it cannot identify similarities between two segments if they are
shifted out of phase [4]. Therefore, we also investigate the use of Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW).

DTW measures the dissimilarity of two time series in a similar way, but
instead of strictly calculating point by point it allows for some elasticity. One
point in one of the time series can be aligned against one or more points in the
other [12], which allows the identification of similar shapes even though they are
out of phase.

3 Experiments and Results

3.1 Data

We have gathered electricity consumption data from 9909 anonymous house-
holds, collected with a 1-minute interval. Initially, the household data have gone
through the pre-processing stage, as explained in Sect. 2. Then we have selected
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(b)
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Fig. 1. Clustering solution generated by k-medoids for k = 4, using DTW as a dissimi-
larity measure and supported to be the best by; (a) IC-av, (b) SI, and (c) Connectivity.

the 10 households with the largest number of daily profiles. 3 of these 10 house-
holds contained a few clearly abnormal profiles which we excluded from further
analysis. At the final stage, the 10 selected households contain between 345 and
353 daily profiles. We then selected 1 of the 10 studied households as the rep-
resentative and we discuss and interpret the results obtained on its data for the
rest of our study.

3.2 Results and Analysis

Estimation of the Number of Clusters. We run the k-medoids clustering
algorithm using the two distance metrics (ED and DTW) for all values of k
between 2 and 9. The clustering algorithm is run 100 times for each k and
with the cluster medoids randomly initialized. All clustering solutions are then
evaluated using the cluster validation measures mentioned in Sect. 2. We then
look upon each measure individually and in combination to determine which k
is the appropriate. Based on the scores generated by the validation measures, we
decide upon k = 5 for ED and k = 4 for DTW. However, the scores we evaluated
are the best ones generated from each individual measure, i.e., the scores are not
necessarily generated from the same clustering solutions.

Clustering Analysis. In Fig. 1 we show the clustering solutions produced by
k-medoids using DTW as a distance metric. All three validation measures sup-
port different clustering solutions. Therefore, we compare the three solutions
and choose one of them that will be used to analyze the produced household
consumption signatures. SI and Connectivity do however, share two clusters
with the same signature and both of them contain mostly the same profiles.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Clustering solution generated by k-medoids for k = 5, using ED as a dissim-
ilarity measure and supported to be the best by; (a) IC-av and Connectivity, and
(b) SI.

Both these solutions have two major and two smaller clusters. IC-av, on the
other hand, generates a solution with three major clusters and only one small
cluster. The solutions chosen by SI and Connectivity are fairly similar, with only
a few profiles difference between them. Therefore, we have chosen the clustering
solution supported by SI (Fig. 1(b)) as its smallest clusters contain more profiles
compared to their counterparts in the solution preferred by Connectivity.

In Fig. 2 we present the clustering solutions produced by ED. In this scenario,
both IC-av and Connectivity support the same clustering solution, while SI has a
solution of its own. However, the differences between the two solutions are not as
distinct as in the case of DTW. We notice that they share the same signature for
two of the clusters, and one additional cluster has a very similar signature. The
solution promoted by SI does not have an equally as large cluster as the other
solution has. In addition, in the solution proposed by IC-av and Connectivity
we have two small clusters. In case of ED, we use the majority rule for choosing
which clustering solution is the best and thereby it is the one proposed by IC-av
and Connectivity (Fig. 2(a)).

Consumption Behavior Signatures. The produced cluster centroids, which
can be seen as the signatures of the electricity consumption habits of the house-
hold, are shown in Fig. 3. We can see that the two different distance measures
support different consumption signatures. For instance, DTW (Fig. 3(a)) focuses
more on the general shape of the electricity consumption profiles, while ED
(Fig. 3(b)) favours more the exact time of the days when the consumption peaks
are happening. This supports our expectations, since DTW is an elastic measure
that stretches the time series in the time axis to find an optimal alignment. Evi-
dently, the different distance measures favour different electricity consumption
profiles and logically, this will affect the intended analysis and built signatures.
For example, we notice clear morning and evening consumption peaks recognized
by Cluster 1 of the DTW solution (see Fig. 3(a)) and Clusters 0 and 3 of the
ED signatures (see Fig. 3(b)), respectively. However, the additional consumption
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Electricity consumption signatures created from the cluster medoids from
the chosen clustering solutions generated by k-medoids with (a) k = 4 (DTW) and
(b) k = 5 (ED).

peak in the middle of the day seen in Cluster 1 of the ED solution is not clearly
presented in any of the four signatures supported by DTW.

Context Based Signatures. In order to investigate further the electricity
consumption behavior of households, we create context based signatures that
represent how the weekdays are distributed between each cluster. These signa-
tures are shown in Fig. 4. They can be used to further improve and refine the
consumption behavior model and allow us to gain additional knowledge about
the household’s behavior.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Context based signature of the weekdays from the clustering solution generated
by k-medoids with (a) k = 4 (DTW) and (b) k = 5 (ED).

Comparing the distribution of weekdays produced by DTW (see Fig. 4(a))
and ED (see Fig. 4(b)), it is apparent that DTW divides the days more evenly
than ED. The signatures of the three larger clusters, 0, 1, and 3, are fairly mono-
tonic. ED, on the other hand, has a more distinct separation between working
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days and weekends. Clusters 0, 1, and 4 all contain more weekend days, while
Cluster 3 has almost only working days. Cluster 2, which is the smallest cluster
only containing 11 signatures, has a more diverse spread of its days. It is fur-
ther interesting to notice that the signatures of Clusters 0 and 3 (see Fig. 3(b))
are very similar, which can be an indication that these could be merged into a
single cluster. However, this is not strongly supported by the context presented
in Fig. 4(b), since the first cluster presents a typical working day consumption
behavior while the second one is more representative for the weekends.

3.3 Discussion

The produced electricity consumption signatures are representatives of the cur-
rent electricity consumption behavior of the residents. To detect changes in the
residents’ behavior, we can apply our approach on a new portion of data present-
ing the electricity consumption for the next time period. If new signatures are
created through the clustering process, this might be a sign of a new behavior
of the resident.

The proposed method can also be used to produce better prediction models.
The generated clusters give a clearer distinction between normality and abnor-
mality of the electricity consumption profiles. For example, in Fig. 2(a) it is clear
that clusters 0, 3, and 4, contain a majority of the electricity consumption pro-
files. Training the prediction models only on the contents of these clusters would
give a more accurate model.

As mentioned before, it is beneficial to use some elasticity when comparing
the electricity consumption profiles. Using DTW, we allow for changes in time
for the individual electricity consumption profiles. However, we may cluster some
signatures which probably should not be regarded as similar, e.g., if a resident
is sick and stays in bed for a few extra hours and then performs his/her daily
routines. We would like to identify this as a behavioral change, but DTW identi-
fies this as normal. Introducing a time window for DTW to warp would remedy
this.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we propose a clustering analysis approach for profiling a house-
holds electricity consumption behavior. The proposed approach is evaluated on
real electricity consumption data from 10 anonymous households. The results
show that we can create electricity consumption signatures that model electric-
ity consumption behaviors of the household residents. Further, we have found
that Euclidean distance (ED) produce clusters that are more focused on the
exact times of consumption peaks, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) was better
at identifying the shapes of the consumption peaks. We have also identified that
ED has a clear distinction between working days and weekend days between the
clusters, while DTW has a more monotonic distribution of days.
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We are currently in the final stages of collecting both electricity and water
consumption from a set of elderly residents with the help of our local elderly care
system. The subjects will be continuously interviewed and monitored during the
study to be able to accurately label the data, i.e. changes in their behavior. The
collected data will be used for further evaluation and validation of the approach
proposed in this study.
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